
e-pilot
ADD-ON SCOOTER FOR MANUAL 
WHEELCHAIRS

The e-pilot turns your wheelchair into a sporty 
vehicle in a matter of seconds. Just a few
simple steps to attach the e-pilot to your 
wheelchair and you have a dynamic 
combination for everyday life. The e-pilot offers 
an environmentally friendly mobility alternative 
with maximum driving pleasure!



e-pilot

Display
Easy to remove and attach by twist-
lock, TFT full colour display with 
indicator for speed, battery capacity, 
driving mode and tour data, language
selection, traction assist and system 
information via menu.

Tech Specs

Features

Take a quick trip into the city, visit friends or just a quick 

run with the dog: the e-pilot makes it possible. Even longer 

distances are not an issue for you due to the large lithium-ion 

battery pack. When you arrive at the destination, you simply 

undock the e-pilot and use your manual wheelchair as usual.

The e-pilot offers you a new kind of mobility. The large front 

wheel allows you to expand your options: A dirt road or 

cobblestones are no longer obstacles. Even over a curb, not 

a problem. The sturdy chassis, integrated battery pack and 

powerful drive wheel combine to make a sporty design with 

sophisticated ergonomics perfectly. 

Battery pack
Auto contacting, quick-release battery 
pack, range up to 50 km (depending 
on the ground surface, the weight 
of the user, temperature, wheelchair 
settings and terrain), weight: only 
2.9 kg, battery can be charged in the 
installed or removed state, optionally
available spare battery pack for even 
more range.

Colour options
Individual appearance through a wide 
range of design colours. Frame colour 
is black. Colour panels on the side 
frame and fork are white as standard 
or choose among a variety of colours.
Colour choice for colour panels:
- 4 glossy signal colours
- 6 Matt metallic colours

Max. User Weight    Max. 100kg

Max. Total Weight    Max. 135kg

Climbing Capability    Up to 10%

Braking Capability    Up to 20%

Battery     36 V

Top Speed    20 km/h

Range     Up to 50 km

Total Weight of e-Pilot   18.4kg
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Automatic battery-charger
Electronic charging and switch-off 
mechanism, charging time of an empty 
battery approx. 4 hours.


